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SPOTLIGHT: NATURAL GAS IN LEE COUNTY

SPORTS

PACK GETS EARLY
ACC TOURNEY EXIT
Maryland beats N.C. State
and will play Duke at 7 p.m.
today. Carolina will take on
Miami at noon today.
PAGE 3B
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Ray Covington (left) and Russ Knight with North Carolina Oil and Gas show a piece of shale Thursday afternoon in their office.

UNDER
OUR
FEET
Lee County the epicenter
of an untapped natural gas resource
BY BILLY BALL
bball@sanfordherald.com

SANFORD — It’s a typical
January government meeting, and as several local
leaders begin to crunch
early budget numbers, a
gaggle of officials are huddled in a corner conference room of Sanford City
Hall talking rocks.
Shale rocks, to be exact.
In this group are Sanford
City Council members, Lee
County commissioners, local environmental advisers, planners and economic chiefs. The small,
muddy-colored rock being
passed around the room

ONLINE
Herald Editor Billy Liggett
and photographer Wesley
Beeson trekked the woods
at the Lee-Chatham county
line to see shale rock that has
made it to the surface. Watch
the video at our website. —
sanfordherald.com
doesn’t look like much.
There’s no shine to its exterior ... only a dull, earthen tone. Its shape is unremarkable, better fit for a
paperweight than any kind
of jewelry.
But the assembled leaders pass the chunk around

the room as if it were gold
in their hands, assessing
its weight before holding
it to their noses for a sniff.
“In this, you might smell
gas,” says Ray Covington.
“Some people smell money.”
Those people also smell
the future of Lee County in
this piece of shale rock, a
piece of underground treasure that has many forward-thinking
geologists
and leaders buzzing. Covington’s rock is a piece of
an underground formation
in the Deep River Basin

See Gas, Page 6A

WHY LEE COUNTY?
Rock units in the Deep River
Basin are potential candidates
for the drilling methods used
in other states. Each of these
basins contains a sequence
of sedimentary rock several
thousand feet thick. The
potential natural gas reservoirs
in these basins are gray and
black organic shales that are
thought to represent ancient
lake sediments, deposited more
than 200 million years ago.
The Cumnock Formation of
the Deep River Basin contains
organic-rich shales that might
yield commercial quantities of
natural gas.
Source: geology.com

THE SERIES

GOING HORIZONTAL:

Steps in Horizontal Drilling
1. Stake location, bid construction work, prepare location
and padsite and bring in drilling rig and equipment.
2. Spud and drill vertical portion of well using
conventional methods.

This week, The Herald takes
a closer look at Lee County’s
abundant natural gas supply
and what potential drilling will
mean to the local economy
and environment.

3. Drill kick-off (curved) section, with the use of a
downhole motor mounted directly above the bit in order
to make the turn from vertical to horizontal. Downhole
instruments called MWD (measurement while drilling)
packages transmit sensor readings upward, allowing
operators at the surface to build the angle.

Today: What exactly is
natural gas drilling, and why
is Lee County a target for gas
companies?

4. Drill horizontal wellbore, still using MWD to hold the
angle and direction.

Saturday: Who stands to
benefit from natural gas drilling
in Lee County, and what could
it mean for the local economy?

5. Case off the horizontal lateral with steel casing to allow
for completion and fracture stimulation, preparing the well
for production.

Sunday: There are concerns
about the environmental impact
of horizontal drilling (fracking) for
natural gas supplies. We let the
experts discuss and debate those
concerns.

Serving Lee, Chatham,
Harnett and Moore counties
in the heart of North Carolina

CLARIFICATION
A letter to the editor published in Thursday’s Herald
incorrectly identified Steel
and Pipe Corporation owner
Brian McRae as a member of
Americans for Prosperity, a
group that opposed the recent
quarter-cent sales tax vote to
fund renovations at Lee County
High School. McRae is not a
member of the organization.

High: 56
Low: 32
More Weather, Page 14A

OBITUARIES
SANFORD: Caldwell Owen Norris,
87; William Dale Gregory, 73
CARTHAGE: Joseph Cummings, 59
SPRING LAKE: Virginia F. Evans, 88

WHY GAS PRICES
ARE SKY-HIGH?
In 2008, a house-of-cards U.S.
economy nearly collapsed,
with devastating effects that
still sting. But what toppled
that first card?
OPINION PAGE 4A

LCI above
the state
average for
jobs for the
disabled
Agency placed
63% of its clients;
above 42%
N.C. average
BY JENNIFER GENTILE
jgentile@sanfordherald.com

SANFORD — About halfway through its fiscal
year, a local agency is
ahead of the state average in securing jobs for
people with disabilities.
Lee County Industries offers training
and vocational services to people with obstacles to employment —
particularly those with
disabilities. The nonprofit contracts with a
state agency, Vocational Rehabilitation, to get
a certain number of clients employed within
the community.
LCI contracted to get
22 of its clients into the
work force by the end
of its fiscal year. Midway through, the agency had placed 14 people
— fulfilling 63 percent
of its contract. The
state average for similar agencies was 42
percent, said LCI Executive Director Meg
Moss, “so we’re ahead
of the game.”
“We are just thrilled
we’re able to assist this
number of people in
finding competitive employment,” Moss said.
“We think we have a really good, quality program.”
Because LCI is moving at such a strong clip
this year, Moss said that
in January she asked to
bump up the contract

See LCI, Page 7A
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FROM PAGE 1A
believed to hold a
treasure trove of natural gas, a relatively
clean fuel that some
say could spell cheaper gas and energy independence for the
country.
Geologists
say
states across the country have vast stores
of the fuel ready to
be tapped, and sitting
at the heart of North
Carolina’s store is Lee
County.
“Without a doubt,
we’ve got good gas
here in Lee County,”
says Covington, a native landowner who
has made it his passion to learn about the
natural resource that
has sparked the leasing of nearly 10,000
area acres to gas companies in recent years.
Covington,
along
with Sanford brothers
Rob and Russ Knight,
founded a company
called North Carolina Oil and Gas to help
local landowners negotiate prime leasing
deals with drillers. All
three own land targeted by gas companies. All three say Lee
County residents need
to be educated as pressure swells to drill for
natural gas.
One state geological map touted by the
company captures the
central part of North
Carolina in a wash of
bright colors, golds
and reds and blues
and grays.
The blues, according
to Covington, mark
the areas that are likely holding the richest
stores of natural gas.
The very bluest of
blues on the map? You
guessed it. Lee County
sticks out like a bruise
on the surface of the
state.
“You’re sitting on
natural
gas
right
now,” Covington says.
“There’s enough gas
here to fuel North Carolina for the next 30 to
40 years.”

‘THERE’S GAS HERE’
None of this is a surprise to Worth Pickard.
The Sanford native

Natural gas deposits
are buried less than a
mile deep throughout
parts of Lee, Chatham,
Moore, Durham, Wake
and Orange counties.
The formations cover
nearly 1,400 square
miles and could
contain enough natural
gas to supply the
state’s energy needs
for about 40 years at
current levels of usage.
These Mesozoic
sedimentary basins
began to form along
the eastern seaboard
from Florida to Nova
Scotia approximately
225 million years ago
during the first stages
of the opening of the
Atlantic Ocean. There
has been a recent
increased interest
in the potential for
natural gas production
from these basins —
particularly in Lee
County. Previously,
Lee County was the
focus of coal and oil
exploration.

has leased away scores
of acres over the decades to companies
toying with plumbing
the resources below
Lee County. A former
industrial well driller
himself, Pickard said
officials operating the
coal mines dotting the
Deep River have long
suspected the area is
well-stocked with natural gas reserves.
“There’s no question
in my mind there’s gas
here,” Pickard said.
“... It ain’t no shock to
me.”
Companies
have
come and gone seeking the rights to explore Pickard’s land
along Carbonton Road
in northwestern Lee
County, talking of rich
wells and profits for
years to come.
Last month, Assistant State Geologist
Kenneth Taylor of the
N.C. Geological Survey told local leaders that approximately 9,486 acres of Lee
County land have already been leased
to four drilling companies, chief among
them Colorado-based
WhitMar Exploration
Company.
“Have we known
about natural gas in

Kids Kloset Coming!
March 30- April 2
Consignors needed:

Sell your children’s gently used clothing and equipment,
Junior’s clothing and name brand ladies clothing, scrubs, prom
gowns, dancewear, and toys

HOME DESIGN CONSIGN TOO!
All consignors shop before the public shops and volunteers shop even earlier!
www.kidsklosetnc.com to get the info you need to shop ﬁrst!
Do not miss out on our facebook promotionals.
yourkidskloset@yahoo.com
Save your pop top tabs now and shop early! (for Ronald McDonald house)

North Carolina for
a long time?” Taylor
said. “Yep.”
According to Taylor,
the county has 59,000
potential acres with
“all the right conditions” for natural gas.
The recipe is simple.
All along the Deep
River,
underground
shale formations are
capable of trapping
the gas reserves in a
hard cocoon.
The shale can be
found more than 3,000
feet below ground in
some areas, although
the gas reserves sit at
more shallow depths
as you draw closer
to the river, Taylor
said. Just north of Lee
County in southern
Chatham County, the
shale can be seen with
the naked eye where
creek beds have eroded dirt paths over the
years.
But to get to the gasrich shale formations,
drillers will have to
use a method known
as hydraulic fracturing — commonly
known as hydrofracking or horizontal drilling — to access the
gas, officials say.
The practice allows
companies to drill
deep into the earth,
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Josh Patterson shows natural shale coming out of the ground in a creek bed
Thursday afternoon in Chatham County.
and then branch into
any direction to reach
the shale deposits. Using a chemical stew
primarily composed
of water, the drillers then pump roughly 1 million gallons of
the fracturing liquid
into the shale at high
pressures designed to
crack the rocky formation and expose its
potentially profitable
innards.
The method has

been
used
across
the country, producing gas wells in Pennsylvania and California, but as of today, it
is not allowed under
North Carolina laws
inked decades ago.
Lobbying has already begun in Raleigh, and state lawmakers are bandying
about reforms that
would allow the practice within the state’s
borders. In 2009, leg-

islators approved a
bill that calls for study
into the state’s natural
gas reserves and the
laws that block hydrofracking.
N.C.
Rep.
Mike
Stone, a Sanford Republican, said he supports redrawn laws,
although he doesn’t
expect change will
come anytime soon.

See Gas, Page 7A
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Call Performance Rehabilitation for a
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Hare Plumbing Inc.
‘’ Plumbing
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can hhappen att anytime to anybody....just call us and we will
take care of it. We are fast, reasonably
priced, and I personally stand behind the
work we do’’

Owner: Dewayne Hare
Fully Licensed & Insured # 19443
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Services Available
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WHAT IS NATURAL GAS?
Natural gas is a fossil fuel. This means it originates
from the remains of plants and animals that lived
many millions of years ago. These organisms were
buried and exposed to heat as a result of being highly
compressed underneath thousands of meters of soil
and rock. These forces transformed the once living
organisms into natural gas.
Natural gas is found in reservoirs beneath the surface
of the earth. Large layers of rock trap the natural gas
as it tries to float to the surface. Although the areas
where the gas is trapped are referred to as pools, the
natural gas molecules are actually held in small holes
and cracks throughout the rock formation.
Geologists, using sophisticated technology, help
locate potential pools of natural gas, so they know
where to drill a well to extract gas. However, due to
the complexity of locating natural gas trapped many
meters, and sometimes kilometers, below the surface,
the exploration process is not always successful.
Once removed from an underground reservoir, the
natural gas is usually transferred to a gas processing
plant to remove impurities and by-products. Some of
these by-products, including ethane, propane, butane
and sulphur, are extracted for other uses. After being
processed, the clean natural gas (almost pure methane)
is transported through a network of pipelines and
delivered to its point of use, including our homes.
— Source: Alberta (Canada) Energy
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“As we move forward in the General Assembly, I do not
expect to see movement on legislation
this year regarding
horizontal drilling,”
Stone said. “But I
will work for legislation that assures any
natural resources in
North Carolina are
removed safely and
responsibly.”
Stone added that
natural gas drilling
could provide a “huge
economic boost,” as
well as numerous other advantages, for Lee
and Harnett counties.
“With the current
and constant turmoil
in the Middle East, it
is past time for us to
tap our state and nation’s natural resourc-

es,” he said.
Until that day, Taylor said companies
will have to wait for
permission to begin
hydrofracking.
The drilling method is not without its
detractors, many of
whom complain about
the large stores of water used to make the
drilling work. Others
point out that questions remain about
the long-term environmental impact of the
chemicals used in the
hydrofracking fluid.
Taylor said state officials are taking a
cautious approach.
“It’s not like we’re
saying, ‘Rah, rah, rah,
drill, baby, drill,’” Taylor said. “We’re looking at the environmental issues, too.”

‘HOW LONG IS IT
GOING TO BE?’
Despite

the

flur-
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Ray Covington (left) and Russ Knight, with North Carolina Oil and Gas, smell a piece of shale rock for nautural gas Thursday afternoon while discussing natural gas exploration in their office.
ry of activity surrounding North Carolina drilling today,
Russ Knight of North
Carolina Oil and Gas
says Lee County residents shouldn’t expect drilling to begin
in the next few years.
“The wheels of our
government grind so
slowly,” Knight said.
Covington said it’s
hard to say when or if
state lawmakers will
adopt reforms to permit horizontal drilling, pointing to a list
of safety and environmental concerns
that make the question a loaded one in
the eyes of many in
the state.
The debate could
stretch for another
five to 10 years, some
say.
Still, North Carolina leaders saddled
with billions of dollars in budget defi-
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Victor Richmond (left) and Stephen Wetzel return to Lee County Industries
from their jobs at Fort Bragg on Wednesday afternoon. LCI reported that it is
ahead of the state average so far this fiscal year in finding jobs for people with
disabilities.

LCI
FROM PAGE 1A
number to 26. Another eight people were
employed in February
and March — bringing
the to-date total to 22.
“We still have several months to go,” Moss
said, “So I feel confident we’ll hit that 26
mark.”
LCI clients are working in various capacities for companies
throughout
Sanford
and elsewhere, Moss
said, including Central Carolina Hospital,
Cafe 121, Dollar Tree,
and Ride and Shine
car wash. A significant number are working in food service on
Fort Bragg, she added — fulfilling part of
a federal contract that
requires a certain percentage of employees
to have disabilities.
“Over the past year
and a half, they have
hired 22 people through
LCI,” Moss said. Other clients have been
picked to help with
landscaping on the military installation.
LCI works extensively with clients to get
them job-ready, Moss
said, which involves

close observation and
addressing any behaviors that need to be corrected.
“Before we even
take a client into the
community, we’ve already spent a significant amount of time
with
that
person,”
Moss said, “so we know
about their skills and
abilities, their likes and
dislikes, how they work
with other people, their
productivity rate ... .
We’re able to give the
employer a lot of information about a person.”
The nonprofit continues to stay involved
after an employee is
placed, she added —
following up and offering any support
that is required. One
resource the agency
offers is a van pool to
get clients to and from
work, which is supported by the users
and by grant funding.
While LCI had comparable employment
numbers last year,
Moss said, the figures
for the year before
were down significantly due to the economic downturn. During the entire 2008-09
fiscal year, Moss said,
the agency secured

jobs for 14 clients with
disabilities.
Referring to the
06-07 year, she said,
“That was the last
time we were ahead
like we are now.”
Ken Query, community rehabilitation
program specialist for
the Central Carolina
region, said LCI’s success is not going unnoticed at the state level.
“Based on my brief
experience with them,
they’re off to a great
start,” Query said.
“I’m very impressed
with them.”

BEATING THE
AVERAGE
Lee County Industries placed 14 people with disabilities in
the work force during
the first half of its fiscal year — which is 63
percent of a state-level
contract for the year.
Statewide, the average for placement for
the same timeframe is
42 percent.
In the months of
February and March,
the agency has placed
another eight people
— for a total of 22 to
date. LCI is now aiming to get 26 people
employed altogether
by the end of the fiscal year.

cits may be wooed by
the prospect of a new
and potentially major
revenue source.
In recent years,
Pennsylvania
officials cleared the way
for drilling on thousands of acres of state
forest lands to plug
holes in their own billion-dollar deficit.
For Pickard, it’s
a matter of rejuvenating Lee County’s
gloomy
economy,
which has struggled
with double-digit unemployment
since
the nationwide recession struck hard at
the county’s industrial base.
“It would help the
economy, because it
would bring the money in,” Pickard said.
“But then again, how
long is it going to be
before it happens?”

WHY CAN’T WE DRILL?
N.C. laws don’t allow fracking, nor the horizontally
drilled wells commonly used to extract gas from
long shale beds. That’s in part because decades-old
laws didn’t anticipate newer drilling technology. The
legislature would have to change that for drilling to
begin.
“We have big reservations, but we’ve expressed
our willingness to work with the state to see if
there’s a means to go forward in an environmentally
responsible way,” said Molly Diggins, state director of
the Sierra Club. “But that’s a high bar and nobody has
figured out a way to clear that bar.”
Officials say the land-resources division is already
teaming with counterparts in charge of air and water.
It is also consulting with other states, to figure out
what rules are needed.
-- The Charlotte Observer (MCT)

COMING SATURDAY
The
county’s
59,000-acre
cache
of potential drilling
land is not big enough
to lure the bigwigs —
top names like Exxon Mobil — although
don’t be surprised
if Chesapeake Energy, the professed second-largest
Amer-

ican
producer
of
natural gas, makes an
appearance. But Ray
Covington and Russ
Knight,
co-founders of Lee Countybased North Carolina Oil and Gas, say
residents
shouldn’t
put down payments
on the house boat just
yet.

